
Time for some family time!
... with Erik Elf’s game ideas for the whole family.

A fall walk in the fresh air really gets the circulation going. But who says 
that the fun needs to be over afterwards? With HABA, things really get 
rolling at home. Grab your ball track – preferably the Master Construc-
tion Kit – and off you go! Race along the straight track at full throttle, 
speed into the steep curve, take a deep breath in the Marble Canyon 
and then head into the big dipper. 

Erik Elf’s tip: Integrate household items into your ball track game! No 
limits are set on your imagination. Stack books on top of each other to 
vary the height of your track, take a spoon and try to flip the balls into 
the funnel, or see how many rooms you can roll the balls through on a 
clever combination of objects and tracks...

Is it wet and gray outside? Then it’s time to get colorful inside! There 
are sure to be some fashionable eye-catchers hiding in mom‘s or 
dad‘s wardrobe. So slip them on and let the big fashion show begin! 
Be sure to capture some funny photos...

Erik Elf’s tip: Anyone who still wants to mix and match can also 
really let off steam afterwards with Kullerbü. Combine the different 
tracks with each other. A police chase on the farm? Or dragon alarm 
in the parking garage? Sure, let’s roll!

Idea 1:

„Gets the craziest things rolling!“

Idea 2:

„Creative combination fun!“
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I hope you have a lot 

of fun! Erik Elf

Have your stacking skills already grown up alongside your building 
block towers? Let’s move on to new challenges! You can start by re-
creating well-known buildings. Bring the Eiffel Tower or Brandenburg 
Gate into the children’s room with our building block systems from 
the Clever Up! range. 

Erik Elf’s tip: Anyone who wants to go even higher can integrate 
objects such as books, unbreakable glasses, and similar objects into 
their buildings. Put your statics to the test... and conquer the third 
dimension together!

Attention, it’s now time for a fruity, cuddly treat! Why don‘t you turn 
your home into a magical mystical play cave? Simply collect all the 
cushions and blankets you can find and use them to build your very 
own, soft cuddle island in the middle of the living room. 

Erik Elf’s tip: Once you’ve decorated your new cave and settled in, 
it’s time to play and have fun! How about a surprise visit from Theo 
the raven and a round of The Orchard? Grab the dice and let’s go!

Idea 3:

„Venture to new heights!“

Idea 4:

„Welcome to The Orchard cave...“
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